
Plant-based dairy products 
indistinguishable from 
conventional 
dairy



Eclipse Foods is the Beyond Meat of dairy. 

We make plant-based dairy products that 
are indistinguishable from conventional 
dairy products. 

Creamy and rich, without sacrifice.



Eclipse’s Founders

Aylon Steinhart , CEO
• Innovation @
• Speaker @ Harvard, Stanford, etc.
• Advised

Thomas Bowman, CTO
• James Beard nominated chef
• Worked @ 16
• Created JUST Mayo, Dressings, Cookies
• Director Product Development @



Eclipse’s Mission
Our mission is to create a more sustainable, healthy, and ethical food system by 
giving consumers plant-based products that requires no sacrifice. 

Eclipse Exists to Fix The Food System

Our Universal Truth
People want to do good. When given products on par in taste, price, & availability, 
people will make the more sustainable, ethical, and healthy choice.



Oat Milk

We Set Out to Create a Dairy Replacement

Substitute

Replacement



We Unlocked the Magic of Milk to Create A 

True Dairy Replacement

• Using simple plants, we reverse 
engineered milk from molecular 
properties to create milk that forms 
micelles – the magic of milk

• Microscopic structures that give milk 
unique ability to change into many 
different forms



Our Milk Makes Dairy Products



If you want to change the food system, 
you need to make it emotional.

We’ve started with ice cream. It’s a 
passion category: the smell of the 
waffle cone, the sound of the ice cream 
truck, the sweet taste of creamy 
indulgence. 

Ice cream is timeless and nostalgic.



“Indistinguishable from 
the dairy version” - Nov ‘19

“We tried their vanilla, chocolate, and 
Biscoff flavors, and they are indeed 
thick, rich, and creamy. Texture nailed.” 
- Jan ‘20

“rich and creamy, and not icy 
or chalky like some others…” 
– Nov ‘19

“Tastes just like 
dairy” – Nov ‘19

“The elegant dessert is 
as velvety as Jason Momoa’s 
pink Oscars tuxedo” – Oct ‘19

”Next -Level Vegan 
Ice Cream” – Feb ‘20

Eclipse Ice Cream Tastes Just Like Dairy

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jennysplitter/2019/09/30/eclipse-foods-is-making-ice-cream-from-plants/#149ba08540b9


Worked with UC Berkeley professor to conduct a 100-
person blind-taste test comparing Eclipse chocolate ice 
cream vs. the best-selling dairy chocolate ice cream in 
the US. 

The results:

found Eclipse ice cream 
creamier than best-
selling dairy ice cream

73% 53%
preferred Eclipse as much or 
more than the best-selling ice 
cream in the US.

In Blind Taste-Test, People Prefer Eclipse



Eclipse is Made From Simple Plants

• Non-GMO – we are crafted in a kitchen, not a lab

• Eclipse is a blend of plants – corn, potato, oat, cassava

• Our base is free of common allergens: no dairy, no nuts, no 
seeds, no wheat, no coconut (always check label for mix-in 
allergens)

• Clean ingredients - no gels, gums, stabilizers, or anti-biotics

• Get the real taste of dairy – not sorbet, no coconut, no 
dominant nut or oat flavors



By providing dairy products free from top allergens, 
Eclipse brings in more potential consumers to the 
industry.

of people are lactose 
intolerant

65% 50%
Recent increase in food allergy 
prevalence among children

Eclipse-Based Dairy Brings in More 

Consumers



Partnering With The Best in Ice Cream

Prestigious Best-Products 
Award from National 

Restaurant Association

Available at:Awarded:
Foodservice Supports Retail in 

Expanding Geographies:

And many more: 
eclipsefoods.com/locations

https://www.eclipsefoods.com/locations


Working with Michelin Star Chefs 

This summer, we are partnering with some of the best chefs in the nation (21 chefs total!) 
to create mind-blowing collaboration flavors for charity.

Chef partners include:

Michael Tusk - Quince 
3 Michelin-Stars

Ken Oringer - Little Donkey
James Beard Winner

Leah Cohen – Pig & Khao
Rising Stars Winner



Ice Cream is Just the Beginning in 

Transforming the Food System



Backed by Experts

Eclipse investors include:

-Y Combinator

-Seth Goldman, Chairman @ Beyond Meat / Founder @ Honest Tea

-Alexis Ohanian, Founder @ Reddit

-Eric Patel, former Exec @ Dreyer’s

-Paul Buchheit, Creator of Gmail



Want To Try Eclipse?

Visit shop.eclipsefoods.com to 
order pints straight to your door!

Follow us         @eclipsefoods

https://www.instagram.com/eclipsefoods/

